
CHALLENGES FACED 
1. HOWPOW distinguish themselves in a competitive marketplace 

by offering a lead time of just 15 days for panel builds. They 

need to be able to source components quickly and reliably to 

support this strategy.  

2. The DNO (Distribution Network Operator) approval process 

can delay the commissioning of generating sites. To improve its 

service to customers, HOWPOW seeks ways to make the 

approval process as fast and trouble-free as possible.  

SOLUTIONS DELIVERED 
1. By holding a large stock of mains protection relays and spare 

parts and by offering next-day delivery, IPU helps HOWPOW 

meet the tightest deadlines. 

2. IPU supply ComAp’s MainsPro G59 Mains Protection Relay, a  

market-leading relay that is well known, fully understood and 

readily approved by DNOs. 

LOCATION 

BUSINESS SECTOR 

Doncaster, UK 

Renewable Power 

EQUIPMENT 

ComAp MainsPro G59 mains protection 
relays 

IPU’s service has always 
been outstanding. I 

couldn’t ask for a better group to 
work with. IPU has delivered 
everything we’ve required them 
to do. On top of that their 
performance has been 
excellent. ” 

Andy Richardson 
Operations Manager 

HOWPOW 

SIZE 

9 permanent staff; 9 contractors 

 

” 



“It’s not always 
worth buying the 
cheaper option 

when there might be 
problems with DNO 

approval further 
down the line” 

Andy Richardson - Operations 
Manager 

IPU Group Engine Control 

Cygnus Way, West Bromwich, B70 0XB 
Phone: +44 (0) 121 511 0420 
Fax:  +44 (0) 121 511 0401 
Email:  ipu@ipu.co.uk 
Web:  www.ipu.co.uk/products/divisions/mains-protections/ 

BACKGROUND 

HOWPOW’s 15-day lead time on panel builds is a powerful sales tool but 
it strains the company’s purchasing and manufacturing departments. If 
its suppliers can’t deliver quickly it loses credibility with its customers. Its 
reputation also depends on delivering a finished solution: an approved 
installation that’s on budget and on time. 
 

QUICK, EFFICIENT DELIVERY & SUPPORT 
IPU’s ability to support HOWPOW’s deadlines goes beyond holding stock 
of mains protection relays. The company also needs to know that it can 
quickly source spare parts such as connector blocks. With next day 
delivery of orders placed before 3pm, IPU gives HOWPOW the support it 
needs. 
 

COMAP MAINSPRO G59 PROTECTION RELAY 
The MainsPro is a key part of HOWPOW’s ability to secure the rapid DNO  
approvals its customers cherish. The MainsPro is so well known and 
respected it is almost approved ‘on the nod’. 
 

The MainsPro brings advantages beyond compatibility and approval. 
HOWPOW engineers find it easy to use and configure. The time they 
save makes it more attractive than other products they’ve considered 
from Deep Sea, ABB and Seaward. 
 

COMPETITIVE PRICING 
HOWPOW recognise that the MainsPro is not the cheapest relay on the 
market but maintain that it is the most cost-effective. Small savings at 
the purchase stage aren’t worth the costly delays that could be 
introduced into the commissioning and approval phase. 

ABOUT HOWPOW 
HOWPOW design, build and commission wind turbine and solar power generators. They offer a full in-house 
service from the initial design of a system to the DNO applications, planning permissions, bespoke building of 
G59/3 protection relays and DNO witness testing. For more information please visit www.howpow.co.uk.  
 

ABOUT IPU GROUP 
IPU’s Engine Control division represents a wide range of electronic controls and components for diesel and 
gas engines. Typical applications include stand-by power generation, industrial engines, off-highway vehicles, 
construction machinery and marine engines.  

For more information please visit our website: www.ipu.co.uk/controls.  


